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Abstract: In micro-EDM milling, real time electrode wear compensation based on tool wear per
discharge (TWD) estimation permits the direct control of the position of the tool electrode frontal
surface. However, TWD estimation errors will cause errors on the tool electrode axial depth. A
simulation tool is developed to determine the effects of errors in the initial estimation of TWD and
its propagation effect with respect to the error on the depth of the cavity generated. Simulations
were applied to micro-EDM milling of a slot of 5000 µm length and 50 µm depth and validated
through slot milling experiments performed on a micro-EDM machine. Simulations and
experimental results were found to be in good agreement, showing the effect of errror amplification
through the cavity depth.
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1 Introduction

The material removal from the tool electrode during a discharge in micro-EDM is indicated by the
term ‘tool electrode wear’. In micro-EDM milling, as the thickness of each layer for machining is
very small as compared to the tool electrode diameter, the tool profile stabilizes rapidly. Tool
electrode wear is the single most important factor limiting the manufacturing accuracy in microEDM milling [1].

There have been several approaches to quantify and compensate for the tool electrode wear in
macro EDM as well as micro EDM processes. Dauw et al. [2] conducted theoretical analysis of the
tool electrode wear in die-sinking EDM. Snoyes at. al. [3] attempted to minimize tool electrode
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wear by employing a newly developed adaptive control system. A uniform wear method for milling
EDM by employing a layer-by-layer machining strategy was proposed in [4]. Pham et al. [5]
developed a model for estimation of volumetric wear ratio in micro-EDM milling process. In
another investigation, the wear resistance of different tool electrode materials in micro-EDM
process was assessed [6]. An attempt to minimize tool wear by applying novel materials
characterized by high thermal conductivity and high melting point was reported in [7]. Bleys et al.
[8] developed a method that combines anticipated wear compensation and real time wear sensing
for milling EDM. Another approach has been to measure the discharge energy and to correlate it
with the real time compensation [9]. Li et al. [10] developed a new technique where the area
scanned by the tool electrode is evaluated in order to apply a continuous compensation along the
toolpath. Narasimhan et al. [11] developed a model for generation of tool paths in macro and micro
EDM processes. The anticipated tool electrode wear compensation using a sophisticated CAM
software was developed and demonstrated [12]. Jung et al. [13] have applied real time tool wear
compensation based on pulse frequency control and monitoring of discharge pulses. Zhang et al.
[14] have developed a simulation tool for fixed length compensation in micro-EDM milling
process. Wang et al. [15] proposed a method to analyse a reverse current flow in micro-EDM
process during the counting and monitoring of pulses in order to reduce the tool electrode wear.
Recently, a novel approach has been developed based on discharge counting and statistical
characterization of discharge population [16]. This method is based on the assumption that
machining occurs by means of trains of discharges with identical distribution as that of the entire
discharge population. Thus, in such an approach, the tool wear compensation is performed based on
direct monitoring of the tool electrode frontal surface in real time. The method has shown the
potential to be effectively used for machining of free form geometries by micro-EDM milling.
However, error in the initial estimation of the Tool Wear per Discharge (TWD) affect the accuracy
of the machined geometries.

Initial TWD estimation error in fact generates depth errors which are cumulated at each
machining layer. Furthermore, determination of the correct TWD using the existing methods is
challenging. Therefore, this paper investigates the effect of TWD estimation error on cavity depth
through simulations and experimental validation. The paper is organized into four sections. In
section 2, discharge characterization for determination of trigger level to count discharges for tool
wear compensation is presented. Section 3 briefly discusses simulations of machined surface
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profiles with TWD estimation errors. Section 4 presents the simulation of the effect of propagation
of TWD error on machined surface profile at different cavity depths and a simulation of the effect
of material removal per discharge (MRD) error on the depth error. In section 5, a method for
determination of correct TWD using the simulation tool developed by the authors is described,
followed by experimental validation and conclusions.
2 Discharge characterization

The electrode wear compensation based on TWD in micro-EDM milling is done based on a
correlation between the TWD and average discharge energy obtained using a population of
discharges measured during the machining process. Therefore, based on this procedure, the
discharge population has been characterized in this work.

In order to determine the trigger level for counting discharges to calculate the tool wear
compensation length, discharge population is to be characterized. To characterize the discharges
during a µEDM milling process, it is necessary to measure and assess the electric current and
voltage that are delivered to the workpiece and tool during machining. For this purpose, a current
probe and a voltage probe are used. In this work, the current signals are evaluated for the purpose of
discharge population characterization. A Pearson current monitor model 6585 with a bandwidth of
200 MHz is used to measure the current signals, and to further characterize the population of the
current signals. A Rohde & Schwarz RTO1014 oscilloscope is used to acquire the current
waveforms. The oscilloscope was programmed remotely through a LAN connection by a Matlab
script on an external computer. A schematic diagram for the experimental procedure is shown in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 A schematic diagram for the experimental procedure

Experiments at energy index of 105 were performed on a SARIX SX-200 micro-EDM milling
machine to acquire and characterize the discharges (current signals) in order to depict the discharge
population. Tungsten carbide rod of nominal Ø300 µm and stavax martensitic steel blocks were
used as the tool and workpiece respectively. The test feature that has been selected for machining
experiments is a circular pocket having a diameter of about 1000 µm and a depth of about 100 µm.
The tool path was prepared using a standard G-code. The machining is carried out layer by layer,
with a layer thickness of 1 µm. The toolpath included circular interpolations around the centre of
the pocket. The direction of circular interpolation was changed alternatively from clockwise to
counterclockwise at every new layer in order to homogeneously distribute the excess material
induced by tool electrode wear on the pocket surface as previously done in [17]. Tool wear
compensation was not applied for the machining process. Fig. 2 shows the experimental details.
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Fig. 2 Experimental set-up a) SARIX SX-200 micro-EDM milling machine showing electrode and
workpiece, b) circular pocket and c) tool path for machining of the circular pocket
To understand the performance of the micro-EDM process and to check the reliability of the
experimental data, the waveforms are acquired and incompatibilities that could have occurred
during the acquisition of data, if any, is searched. The acquisition has been done at a very low
trigger level on current signals at 100 µA, in order to acquire all the discharge current waveforms. A
MATLAB script is developed to classify the discharges based on their current peak, and to plot the
histogram of the discharge waveforms.
The histogram provided information regarding frequency of waveforms with different peak
currents. An example is shown in Fig. 3. The discharge waveforms of the current showed peak
current ranging from 4.11 to 5.84 A. The average value of the maximum peak current for five tests
was 5.38 A, with a standard deviation of 0.43 A. Based on the discharge population
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characterization, for counting all the active discharges causing the tool electrode wear, the trigger
level is chosen at a level of 1 A, which is sufficiently above the noise level.

Fig. 3 Histogram of the current waveforms (average value of maximum peak current = 5.38 A)

3 Simulation of machined surface profile

The tool electrode wear compensation method based on TWD has the potential to be effectively
used for machining of free form geometries by micro-EDM milling at different processing
conditions. However, TWD estimation errors are reflected on the geometry of machined surfaces
[16].Thus, it is necessary to understand and evaluate the progressions of propagation of the TWD
estimation error along the toolpaths. The effect of TWD estimation error on the profile of the
machined surface can be envisaged using a simulation tool developed by the authors.
In the investigation, a simple case is initially defined consisting of a straight slot of 1000 µm in
length and 10 µm in nominal depth. In the simulations, the length of the slot was divided into
segments and the depth into layers, all of equal dimensions. The toolpath was simulated using
MATLAB. Table 1 shows the parameters used for simulation of the TWD compensation method.
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Table 1 Parameters for the TWD simulation
Tool wear per discharge (TWD) = 2.95 µm3(based on earlier
results at the Department documented in [17])
Discharge gap = 5 µm
Diameter of the tool electrode = 300 µm
Number of layers = 10
Number of segments = 10
Length of each segment = 100 µm
Incremental depth = 1 µm
Error in estimation of TWD varied from 1 to 5%
Fig. 4 shows a schematic of the model showing the calculations of wear compensation length. In the
model used for the simulations, the values of the various z locations of the surface at any instant is
calculated based on the number of discharges causing volumetric material removal for the previous
segment on a particular layer. Along toolpath, the applied tool electrode wear compensation for the
current segment is calculated on the basis of the TWD and the number of discharges for the
previous segment. The procedure is repeated for the entire cavity layer by layer. A constant value of
material removal per discharge (MRD) is assumed [22]. The number of discharges (N d ) is
calculated by dividing the volume of work material removed (V removed ) in the previous segment by
the MRD. The number of discharges are used for the calculation of the tool wear length and tool
electrode wear compensation.

Removed material
Tool electrode
Tool movement
Lc
Residual material
for the segment

Wear
compensation

Segment

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the method of calculation of length of wear compensation for
a segment in the model for the simulations
The length of tool wear is evaluated as,

Length of tool wear (L w ) = (N d TWD)/A e
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(1)

where, TWD is the actual tool wear per discharge without error, and A e is the area of cross-section
of the tool electrode. The length of the applied tool wear compensation would carry the error
associated with the estimation of TWD. Therefore,
Length of the applied tool wear compensation,

L c = (N d TWD e )/A e

(2)

where, TWD e is the tool wear per discharge including an error in estimation. The length L c is
calculated and applied at the end of each segment.

Thus, the next position of the profile of the surface is calculated as,

Z next = Z current - L w + L c

(3)

where, Z next is the next z-position on the machined surface profile, and Z current is the current zposition of the profile. The equation (3) is illustrated using a schematic, see Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Illustration of the electrode wear compensation method using TWD method

Fig. 6 shows the results of the simulation for a machined surface of 10 segments and 10
layers. As can be observed from Fig. 6, the ideal profile of the surface machined without any initial
estimation error is shown by the dashed lines. Considering an initial error in the estimation of TWD
of +5%, at the end of the 10th layer, the calculated depth of the slot machined is 10.52 µm. Thus, for
such a small depth, the percentage depth error (+5.24%) is close to the initial TWD estimation error
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(+5%) as the error propagates over the ten segments and ten layers. The effect of TWD estimation
error on the depth error for an increasing number of layers is discussed in the next section.
Nominal depth

Depth with TWD estimation error: +5%
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Fig. 6 Simulation results of the effect of TWD estimation error on the profile of machined surface
(error = +5%, number of steps = 10, number of layers = 10)
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4. TWD error propagation – simulations and validation
The simulation of TWD based tool wear compensation using process parameters settings shown in
Table 1 is further extended to 50 segments and 50 layers.
The simulation is performed to understand the effect of error in the estimation of TWD on
the depth of the slot. In Fig. 7 the results of simulation for machining of layers from 41 to 50 is
presented. The calculated final depth of the slot is 66.5 µm, and thus the total error on the depth of
the slot is 16.5 µm, corresponding to +33%,. Table 2 and Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the effect on the
depth error as a function of the initial TWD error for the 50 layers slot. As the TWD estimation
error increases from +1% to +5%, the error in final calculated depth of the slot amplifies from
+5.24% to +33%.
Layers 41 to 50
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-65
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-67

TWD estimation error +5%

-66.5 µm

Length of the slot (µm)

Fig. 7 The profile of the simulated micro EDMilled surface using TWD method (initial TWD
estimation error = +5%, Nominal depth = 50 µm, Number of layers = 50)
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Table 2 Summary of results of simulation – effect of TWD estimation error estimated at 50 µm
depth (number of segments = 50, number of layers = 50)
Simulation
TWD
run
estimation
error
(%)
1
+1
2
+2
3
+3
4
+4
5
+5

Error in
final depth
of the slot
(%)
+5.24
+11.04
+17.52
+24.80
+33.00

35
30

Depth error (%)

25
20
15
10
5
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

TWD estimation error (%)

Fig. 8 The amplification of depth errors with TWD estimation errors through 50 layers
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Fig. 9 Increase in actual depth of the cavity in comparison with nominal depth for TWD error
5%
The results of simulation of the final machined surface profile by considering the effect of TWD
estimation error varying from -15% to +15% is shown in Fig. 10, for 50 layers. The range of -15%
to +15% error on the TWD was taken into consideration for the simulation to accommodate the
practical maximum possible estimation errors on the TWD in both positive as well as the negative
directions, and to evaluate the propagation of positive as well as the negative errors with an increase
in the nominal depth of the cavity. With an increase in TWD estimation error from 0 to -15%, the
final depth of the slot is less than the nominal depth and increases slightly along the slot. A TWD
estimation error of -15% causes a decrease in the calculated depth by -43%. On the other hand,
TWD estimation error of +15% leads to an increase in calculated depth of the slot by +286%. A
small variation in the TWD estimation results in a larger variation on the depth, and therefore, at
larger depths, the allowed error on TWD becomes tighter.
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Fig. 10 Results of simulation of the final machined surface profile by considering the effect of
TWD estimation error (number of segments = 50, number of layers = 50, TWD estimation error =
-15% to +15%)
The effect of TWD error with increasing nominal depth (or number of layers) is shown in Fig. 11
where the number of layers were varied from 10 to 50. For these set of simulation trials, the TWD
estimation error is assumed constant at 5%. The simulation results show that the actual simulated
depth of the cavity increases along the length of the slot. For machining of 10 layers with each layer
of thickness 1 µm (nominal depth 10 µm) , the depth at the middle of the cavity (at a length of 2500
µm) is 13.1 µm and the depth of the cavity at a length of 5000 µm is 13.2 µm. Furthermore, for
machining of 50 layers (nominal depth 50 µm), the depth at the middle of the cavity is 66.3 µm and
the depth of the cavity at a length of 5000 µm is 66.5 µm. It is evident that the difference between
nominal depth of the cavity and the simulated depth of the cavity increases from 3.2 µm to 16.5 µm
(four-fold increase) simply with an increase in the number of layers, though the TWD estimation
error remains constant at 5%. This is due to the accumulation of the depth error through subsequent
layers. Therefore, as the depth of the cavity increases, a tighter control on the TWD estimation error
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is essential in order to avoid a larger error on the actual depth of the cavity for accurate generation
of micro parts using micro-EDM milling.
Nominal depth = 10 µm Nominal depth = 20 µm Nominal depth = 30 µm
Nominal depth = 40 µm Nominal depth = 50 µm
0
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Fig. 11 Results of simulation of error propagation (TWD estimation error of 5%) at various depths
of cavity - simulated profiles (number of layers varied from 10 to 50)

In the statistical approach for electrode wear compensation in micro-EDM milling, material
removal per discharge (MRD) is a parameter, which is directly correlated to the average energy of
the discharge population [17, 22]. Real time material removal rate can be obtained by counting the
number of discharges and multiplying by the average MRD of the discharge population. Fig. 12
shows an explanation of the MRD for a linear trajectory segment. Because of the tool wear, the
vertical level of the machined surface increases by ‘∆z’. In the model presented here, the number of
counted discharges for each segment is multiplied by the average MRD to obtain the ‘removed
volume of material’ for the segment considered. Therefore, MRD is an important parameter
influencing the model’s predictions.
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Residual material
for the segment

a.

Delectrode +
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Length of the segment

b.
Fig. 12 Explanation of MRD, a) undercompensated segment indicating the removed material and
residual material, b) top view of the machined slot
In this work, a constant value of material removal per discharge (MRD) of 13 µm3 was assumed for
all the simulations, based on the earlier results obtained in [17, 22]. The effect of MRD estimation
error on the depth error has been studied. Table 3 shows the parameters used for simulation of the
effect of MRD estimation error on the depth error. In the simulations, the depth of the cavity was
varied from 10 µm to 100 µm.
Table 3 Parameters for simulation of the effect of MRD estimation error on depth error
Discharge gap = 5 µm
Diameter of the tool electrode = 300 µm
Number of layers = 10 to 100
Number of segments = 10
Length of each segment = 100 µm
Incremental depth = 1 µm
TWD estimation error constant at +5%
Error in estimation of MRD varied from -15% to +15%
Fig. 13 shows the results of simulation of the effect of MRD estimation error on the error in the
calculated depths of the cavity. An error in the MRD estimation from -15% to 15% causes an error
in the calculated depth of the cavity from +1% to -1%. The same error in the calculated depth of
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cavity was observed for all simulations at different depths of cavity from 10 µm to 100 µm. Thus,
the results of simulation show that the effect of MRD estimation error on the error in the depth of
the cavity could be negligible for this investigation.
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Fig. 13 Results of simulation of the effect of MRD estimation error on the depth error (number of
layers varied from 10 to 100)
In the following, the model developed to evaluate the effect of initial TWD estimation error on
the profile of machined surface in micro EDM milling is experimentally validated. Slot machining
experiments were performed on a SARIX SX-200 micro-EDM machine. Tungsten carbide rods of
Ø300 µm and Stavax steel blocks are used as the tool material and workpiece material respectively.
The programming for machining along the segments and along each layer is done using G codes.
The parametric conditions presented in Table 1 is again used to perform the experiment. The
number of discharges were counted using a HAMEG HM8123 programmable counter. A MATLAB
script is prepared to count the number of discharges corresponding to the machining of each of the
segments. After machining each segment, the tool wear compensation applied is calculated based
on TWD method and then is applied at the end of machining of each segment.The length of the slot
is 5000 µm, and 14 layers were machined in total.
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The micro EDM milled surface profile is measured using Alicona focus variation microscope.
The IFM G4 20X optic is used to capture the profile. The measurement is performed at 11 positions
on the workpiece surface. The positions were the left end of the slot (length of the slot = 0 µm) and
then after every 5 segments from left end along the entire length of 5000 µm of the slot (length of
the slot = 5000 µm). The software used for measurement of the surface profile as well as the depths
has been SPIP 3D software. Fig. 14 shows an example of the image of the machined slot and profile
of the cross-section indicating the machined depth.

a.

b.
Fig. 14 An example of machined slot a) image of the machined slot, and b) Profile of the
cross-section indicating the machined depth
The results of the experimental validation, consisting of 5 repetitions of the slot machining test,
are presented in Fig. 15. The initial TWD estimation error of +5% is propagated along different
segments and layers.
The depth of the slot predicted using the simulation tool and the measured depth from the
experiments match well. At the centre of the slot, there is an extremely good match between the
predicted and experimentally obtained values. However, at the beginning and end of the slot, many
of the experimental data points show either an overestimation or underestimation with the predicted
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values. For positions along the slot from 0 µm to 1500 µm, an

underestimation of the

experimentally measured depth is observed whereas for positions along the slot between 3500 µm
to 5000 µm, an overestimation of the depth is obtained. This effect could be due to i) a variation in
the number of normal pulses with an increase in length of the slot [18], ii) occurrence of more
debris at the end of the slot [19] , iii) variations in number of discharges and energy of discharges
with gap distance as a result of accumulation of debris on the slot [20-21].
In our experiments the slots were aligned along the x direction while the dielectric flow was
oriented with a component of the fluid velocity in the x positive direction as shown in the Fig. 16.
This implied accumulation of the debris towards the end of the slot. As a consequence, the actual
slot depth is reduced towards its end due to energy loss in remelting the debris. When starting a new
layer, the correction used (L c ) is the one referring to the last step of the previous layer. As the start
of the slot is clean from debris, this results in an overcompensation producing a depth error.

As the machining progresses, the accumulation of the debris particles at the end of the slot
increases which causes variations in the proportions of the numbers of normal discharges and shortcircuits. Also, a transfer of a fraction of energy of the discharges to the debris leads to lower transfer
of energy for the removal of workpiece material. However, this phenomenon needs a further
comprehensive investigation on the estimation of the change in the number of discharges along the
length of the slot during machining of each layer.
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Fig. 15 Validation of the TWD error estimation model using experiments (Total number of layers
machined = 14, TWD estimation error = +5%)
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Fig. 16 Accumulation of debris towards end of the slot
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5 TWD determination
In this section, the developed simulation tool, presented in section 3 is used for determination of
correct TWD using simple experiments. The steps of this scientific and iterative technique is briefly
elucidated in the flow diagram in Fig. 17.

Start

Input: Initial TWD
estimated

Using TWD method for
electrode wear
compensation, perform
micro-EDM milling for
generating slot with a
fixed number of steps
and layers.
Measure profile depth
Run software iteratively
to identify the TWD
error that produces
measured depth error

Result: Error of TWD
used in experiments

Calculate correct TWD

Result: Correct
TWD

End

Fig. 17 Flow diagram of the method of determination of correct TWD

To demonstrate the method, the average value of TWD for micro EDM milling experiments
corresponding to energy index of 105 of 2.95 µm3, as reported in Ref. [17], is used for carrying out
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a standard slot machining experiment. The depth of the generated slot is measured on several
positions along its length by means of a confocal microscope. Starting from the initially estimated
value of TWD the simulation tool is run for the specific slot generated with different values of the
expected TWD estimation error, until a close match between the simulated and measured depths is
found.
The simulation was performed iteratively based on the formulas listed below (see Fig. 18 a for the
method of simulation calculations). For the very first step of the simulation, the calculated electrode
wear length is assumed to be negligible and hence, number of discharges for the first step of
simulation (N d 1 ) is determined using the MRD and is calculated as:
N d 1 = (w × I d × ∆x) / MRD
(4)
where, w is the width of the slot in µm, I d is the layer thickness in µm, ∆x is the segment length in
µm and MRD is the material removal per discharge in µm3.

The length of linear electrode wear (L w ) in µm, length of applied compensation (L c ) in µm and the
next position of the profile of the cavity are calculated according to equations (1), (2) and (3)
presented earlier in section 3.

The volume of material removed for a generic step and on a layer (see Fig. 18 b) is calculated as:

V rem

= (w × ∆x) × abs ((Z i,

j

– Z i-1,

j

+ Z i,

j-1

– Z i-1,

j-1 )/2))

(5)
where, Z i, j is the calculated position of the profile of the cavity at the end of the current step and at
the end of the current layer and Z i-1, j is the calculated position of the profile of the cavity at the end
of the current step and at the beginning of the current layer. Similarly, Z i,

j-1

is the calculated

position of the profile of the cavity at the beginning of the current step at the end of the current
layer, and Z i-1, j-1 is the calculated position of the profile of the cavity at the beginning of the current
step and the beginning of the current layer. The term ‘abs ((Z i, j – Z i-1, j + Z i, j-1 – Z i-1, j-1 )/2))’ in
equation (5) represents the calculated area of the trapezoid enclosing the points on the profile in the
Z-X plane.
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w=D+2×g
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Linear steps
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Layers
Id

Z

j-1

∆x
First step

i
X

a.

b.

Fig. 18 Method of tool wear compensation using the simulation calculations a) along linear steps
and layers, b) points enclosing a trapezoidal area in Z-X plane for calculation of volume of material
removed for a generic step and a layer (indices i and j represent ‘layer’ and ‘step’ respectively).

The number of discharges (N d ) required to remove the calculated volume V rem is:

N d = V rem /MRD

(6)

For n number of layers and m number of steps, at the end of every layer, the incremental depth (I d )
is added to the current calculated position of the profile Z i-1, m. Accordingly, at the beginning of a
new layer, the calculated position of the profile becomes:

Z i, 1 = Z i-1, m + I d

(7)

The measured depth error (e z ) is determined from the experiements as:

ez

=

((Z measured

–

Z simulated )

/

Z simulated )

×

100)

(8)

Now, the software is run iteratively to obtain the TWD error (e TWD ) that generates e z . When a match
is found between the measured and simulated depths, the corresponding TWD estimation error is
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recorded and the correct value of the TWD is recalculated. The method is applied for the processing
conditions shown in table 4.

Table 4 Experimental processing conditions for determination of TWD and results
Energy
index

Total
Number
Tool wear
Number of
length of
of
compensation
repetitions
the slot
layers
105
1000 µm
19
TWD based
5
Nominal depth = 19.00 µm, Actual depth measured = 19.20 µm,
with a standard deviation = 0.433 µm, TWD = 3.43 µm3

The error on the depth of the cavity is observed to be the minimum (within 1%) corresponding to a
TWD of 3.43 µm3. The comparison between nominal, simulated and experimentally machined and
measured profiles are shown in Fig. 19.
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Fig. 19 The nominal, simulated and experimentally measured depths at TWD = 3.43 µm3 (number
of layers machined = 19)

6 Conclusions
This paper presented a simulation-based investigation on the effect of initial TWD
estimation error on the machined depth in micro electrical discharge milling process. Based on this
work, the following remarks have been determined:
•

The results of simulation of machined surface profile show that TWD estimation error is
propagated and amplified over the segments and layers, and finally is reflected on the
simulated machined surface profile.

•

Based on the developed simulation tool, an indirect method has been proposed for
evaluation of the correct TWD. The simulation results were validated by performing slot
machining experiments.

•

The depth of the profile predicted using the simulation and the machined depth obtained
using experiements show an extremely good match at the centre of the slot. However, at the
ends of the slot, an overestimation or underestimation is observed. This could be further
investigated and implemented for real time electrode wear compensation in micro-EDM
milling.

•

The MRD error has no effect on the error in the depth of the machined slots.
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